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every twelve hours, but this is troublesome. Y i^ a strip of
ledger paper thirty inches long, marked to show the days of the
week and hours of the day. S is a small electro-magnet taken
from a physiological time-marker, witli a spring stylus, having
an ink trough at H and soldered to the spring armature. S is

supported on an adjustable device, V T. E is a switch, convenient
but not necessary.

To attach to the anemometer, remove the cyclometer crystal
and drill a hole, by means of a file and turpentine, through its
center and bolt a brass contact spring on the inside, using a

small binding post and leather washers. Bend this spring to
make a contact with tlie cyclometer pointer, which indicates one
mile with each revolution. Complete the circuit from the binder
post just put in and the frame of the anemometer to tlie record-
ing instrument. Put in some accessible place and the wind
velocity will be recorded in miles per hour, as shown at L.

It is a good plan to tip the contacts with sheet platinum.
Use regular thermograph ink or colored glycerine.

THE INDEX OF REFRACTION OF WATER.
BY V. D. HAWKINS,

Joltct {III’i Township High School.

The device here described is a modification of one first sug-
gested in SCHOOL SCIENCE (May, 1901), and in an improved form
presented by Mr. Charles H. Slater at the Michigan Schoolmasters^
Club in 1902. It can bo used in tlie laboratory with ordinary light
and in the hands of the average student gives less than one per cent
error.

A rectangular glass jar (we use a plunge battery jar) is
filled with water. A hardwood board about 10 cm. by 22 cm. is
grooved to fit the top of the jar. Two meter sticks, each about
25 cm. long, are mortised into the board at right angles (Fig. 1).
A coarse wire or rod m g, passes through one opening in the
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board and is held by two binding posts in a position perpendicular
to the under surface of the board. Near the center and so that
the distance E j and ; o shall each be about 10 cm. is a hole 2.5
cm. in diameter. Across this and at right ’angles to the line e o

FIG. i

is stretched a cross-hair, or better a fine platinum wire. The
meter stick o r supports a cardboard having" a circular opening
across which is stretched a cross-hair.
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To get an idea of the effect of refraction the student first
sights h, j, and ^ in a straight line with the jar empty. Then he
fills the jar with water until a thin film covers the cross-hair. One
glance along the line of the cross-hairs makes the effect of refrac-
tion appear very real to him.

To obtain the index of refraction he measures c and ft, then
places the board on the jar and sets the wire mg with g at e.
A reading of n is taken and recorded. The rod is lowered into
the water and a second reading of n is taken. The difference
is d. Cross-hair h is adjusted until h j and g appear to be in a
straight line. The reading on scale r o gives the distance a. Then
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If c and & are accurately made to be each exactly 10 cm. the
. , , J d^ 4- iTT^formula becomes ^==-� ’ Av

V^2 + 10 2

To prevent warping and thus getting the- scales out of line
the board must be thoroughly paraffined.


